
Arden Quiz - Christmas 2015 

The rules: 

1. Everyone answers as an individual. 

2. Score 1 point for a correct answer, with an additional 2  points if your answer is unique, ( no-one

else has the same answer) but  lose 2 points  from your overall score for an incorrect answer. 

3. The Quizmaster is the sole adjudicator of answers and rules

4. Change answer sheets after each round for marking

Do you play safe or go for broke?  Can you guess what the others will say? 

Round 1

1. Name a country with a Z in it's name south of the equator or in the Southern hemisphere.

2. Name a Wedding anniversary ( Eg Silver)

3. Can you name a Race Course in England with as few as possible of the letters R, A, C or E

in the name of the course ( There are 4 with none , if not use the least )

4. Name a Beatles number one hit in  the UK

5. Name a film actor called Richard

6. Name an ingredient of basic bread

7. Name a stone fruit

8. Name a President of the United States with a repetition of any vowel in his surname

9. Name any of the original 6 countries  of the European union

10. Name a Hitchcock film

11.  Name any football league/ premiership team called United

12. Name any football league/ premiership team called City
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Round 2

13. Name one of Henry VIII's  wives

14. Name an English king's name since 1066 ( not the regnal number )

15. Name an English County that  borders the  English channel

16. Name  a Christmas carol title starting with a word four or more letters long

17. Name a regular characters in first TV series of Star Trek

18. Name a terrier dog breed  (according to the UK Kennel Club)

19. Name one of the seven deadly sins

20. Name  any Italian opera

21. Name  an Austrian composer of classical music

22. Name  an England footballer with more than 80 caps

23. Remember the Sound of Music “favourite things” song, name one of them

24. Name an animal with an X or Z anywhere in it's name

Round 3

25. Name a male tennis player who has won a Wimbledon singles title since 1980

26. Name  a winner of the X Factor

27. Name one of the seven dwarfs

28. Name a European country whose national Flag has a cross on it ? ( of a significant size  )

29. Name a character  of the original cast of Coronation Street

30. Name a part of the body with 3 letters

31. Name a member of original Monty Python show 

32. Name one of Santa's Reindeer

33. Name  a metric unit of measurement

34. Name  any pantomime

35.  Name a district of Manchester ( Eg Crumpsall ) without any of the letters M, C  or R or in it
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